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Falling apart

Manor ape?
Creationism discussion is
analyzed with a look into
classic trials - SEE NEWS,A2

Football falls to Pirates in OT for first
C-USA defeat at home -SEESPORTs,As
Study
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BIO WEAPONS IN
THE WAR OF THE

E

Astudy by University ofColorado found
that women have a greater variety of
bacteria on their hands than men do.
And everybody has ITlOle types of
bacteria than the researchers expected
to findThe researchers aren't sure why
women harbored a greater variety of
bacteria than men, but suggest it may
have to do with the acidity ofthe skin.
Men

~

,.

generally
have more
acidic skin
than
women.

UCF team wins Battle of the Brains
Members to compete in Sweden world finals
SHAUN BEVAN
Staff Writer

A UCF programming team
will go to an international com- .
petition after placing first in the
IBM-sponsored "Battle of the
Brains" regional competition at
Florida Institute ofTechnology.
Team "UCF Hypersolution"
placed first among 65 t ~ in
the southeast region of the
United States on Oct 25, securing themselves a spot as one of

the 100 universities to compete tion for Computing Machinery
in world fmals in Stockholm, International Collegiate ProSweden, in April. The four gramming Contest pits teams
other l.!CF teams placed composed of three university
among the Top 10 in the region. students against each other in a
"For 26 years, w~ have five--hour competition to solve
always finished in the top 3 in a set of complex problems with
the Southeast Regional Con- · computer programming.
. test," team faculty adviser Dr.
The team that solves the
Ali Orooji said in an e-mail most problems before . the
message. "Our record is deadline wins the contest. At
matched by no other school in
our region."
PLEASE SEE HYPERSOLUTION ON A7
·Toe 33rd annual Associa-

SHAUN BEVAN / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Five UCF programming teams competed at a regional computing contest at Florida Tech.

Enviro
author
tos]_Jeak
on book

. ' T's,
Pante.,
.D~hboard,
The Cab;
·ohmy!
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JAMES CRUIKSHANK
Contributing Writer

...
AT&T Inc., the country's largest lnte~
service provider; is testing the idea of
limiting the amount of data that
subsoibers can use each month.
Increasingly, Internet providers across the
country are pladng such limits on the
amount ofdata users can upload and
download each n:mth,as.a waytd curl>
asmall number of"bandwidth hogs"
who use a lot of,the network ca~.

Breaking
news on
your celJ
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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AROUND CAMPUS,A2
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SCHOLAR FROM
UNIVERSITY OF
COPENHAGEN SPEAKS
University of Copenhagen scholar
Johan Eckert Hansen will speak on
''The Minimal Self and the Extended
Self"todayfrom 3:30 p.m.to 5 p.m.in
the Psychology Building Room 228B.
Call 407-823-2273 for more info.

..

LOCAL & STATE, Al

BUS DRIVER
SUSPENDED AFTER
RAILROAD THREAT
Aschool bus driver was suspended 20

days without pay after telling students
she'd stop on railroad tracks and leave
them there ifthey didn't shape up. The
driver said she didn't stop on the
tracks, and the kids who alleged she
did should be punished.

It

NATION & WORLD, A4

EXPLOSION IN
BAGHDAD BUS STATION
AND MARKET KILLS 15
Bombs exploded at a bus station and
small market in Baghdad, killing 15
people Tuesday in an increase in
bloodshed in the Iraqi capital after a
week of relative calm, police and
hospital officials said.
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Barnett to discuss
water crisis in F1a.

Fans of Panic! At the
Disco, Dashboard Confessional and popular video
game Rock Band should be
looking forward to Thursday's Homecoming concert at the UCF Arena.
The event, aptly dubbed
Concert Knight, will bring
together . internationally
known bands with other
acts that rarely make it out
of their own dorms.
The, show begins at 7
p.m., when the MTV Rock
Band Tour arrives at UCF.
The lineup includes: Panic!
· At the Disco, Dashboard
Confessional, Plain White
T's and The Cab.
Aside from the bands
that will be performing,
PLEASE SEE

KELLY HALPIN
Contributing Writer

ROCK ON A7

Indiana Jones' quest gets students in Homecoming spirit
CARMEN CARROQUINO
Contributing Writer

With not a drop of rain,
Movie Knight was held outside Monday night on Memory Mall for the first time in
two years, where Indiana
Jones and the Kingdom ofthe
Crystal Skull brought out
eager UCF students - and
their pets - looking for a
. good time.
The movie, projected
onto an inflatable 50-foot
screen, brought back Harrison Ford to reprise the role
of the daring adventurer
Indiana Jones, who battles
to keep the the Crystal Skull
of Akator safe from the
wrong hands.
According to Darrin
MELISSA CHADBOURNE / CENTRAL FlDRIDAFUTURE
Crittington, the director of . UCF students gather, ID cards in hand, to get a free ticket to the upcoming concert before watching Indiana Jones for Movie Knight.
Movie Knight, "The event
was a huge ·success. I asked for better weather, from the students that grassy area ofMemory Mall,
haven't heard any com- with a windy and chilly attended.
where viewers snacked,
plaints."
night that brought out
Lawn chairs, blankets
Crittington couldn't have sweatshirts and jackets and pillows covered the
PLEASE SEE MOVIE ON A7

TQousan~ of s~dents anticipated for Skit Knight tonight
SEBASTIAN CHURCH

Around Campus

S, 2008

Contributing Writer

At the center of Homecoming week is a competi. tive event that makes· thousands of students emerge
from their rooms to cheer
the competitors on.
It is no football match it is a contest of epic proportions.

HIGi UNI

D

Forhomecoming

awerage and pies:
www.UCFNews.com

Skit Knight is at the middle of Homecoming 2008,
tonight at 7 p.m. a
Wednesday that will live on
in the pages of Knights' tradition.
Taking place in the UCF
Arena, an estimated 3,200

students attended last
year's Skit Knight event,
and Public Relations Coordinator Andrick Lewis
anticipates a larger crowd
this year.
"[Skit Knight] offers the
students to show off their
talents and allows them to
participate directly in
Homecoming," Lewis said.
Directed by John Zajicek,

the event is hosted by SAK
Comedy Lab members
Mike Carr and Chris
Dinger.
The student hip-hop
dance organization RUKUS
and Filipino Student Association team "Fresh Off The
Beat" will perform featured
dance routines as well.
PLEASE SEE

Author Cynthia Barnett
will be at the UCF Library
- - today at 3 p.m. to discuss her
book Mirage: Florida and the
Vanishing Water of the Eastern
U.S., which won the Gold
Medal for best nonfiction in
the Florida Book Awards.
Barnett has been a journalist for 20 years and has worked
at Florida Trend magazine
since 1998. As a senior writer
for the magazine, Barnett covers environmental, investigative, public policy and business
news. 'Ibrough the course of
her career, Barnett has won
journalism prizes including
seven
Green
Eyeshade
Awards, which recognize outstanding journalism in ll
southeastern states.
She earned both her bachelor's degree m jot,nnalism and
master's in American history
with ·a specialization in environmental history from the
University of Florida, and in
PLEASE SEE

SIGNING ON A6

Shuttle
ridership
reaches
newlevels
PATRICIA WEIGEL
Staff Writer

Total UCF shuttle ridership
has increased 20 percent from
September 2007, with·ridership on UCF's Rosen College
shuttle jumping 100 percent.
"In the history of the service we provide, this 1is the
biggest increase we · have
seen," said Kris Singh, the
interim director of UCF Parking and Transportation Services.
Singh said there are two
primary reasons for the
increase, the first being enrollment and the second being
high gas prices.
Stephanie Byrd, a freshman
math education major, has
taken the shuttle since classes
started in August.

BEST ON A7
PLEASESEE
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Listen, learn about philosophy
University of Copenhagen
scholar Johan Eckert Hansen
will speak on "The Minimal
Self and the Extended Self"
today from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. in
the Pyschology Building Room
228B.
For more information, contact Shaun Gallagher at 407823-2273
or
e-mail
gallaghr@mail.ucf.edu.

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

The next collective bargaining session between the UCF
Board of Trustees and the United Faculty of Florida will take
place Thursday from 9:45 a.m.
to noon in Millican Hall Room
243.
For more information, contact Sherry Andrews at 407823-1550 or e-mail sandrews@mail.ucf.edu.

Student shows off her art
UCF student Melissa Simser
will have an art exhibit in
Research Pavillion Suite 360 on
Thursday from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Simser went to DeLand
High School and Dayona Beach
Community College before
coming to UCF.
For more information, contact Fran Ragsdale at 407-8234240
or
e-mail
fragsdal@mail.ucf.edu.

Career showcase on Thursday
The Seventh Annual Public
Service Career Showcase will
take place Thursday from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Pegasus
Ballroom at the Student Union.
Students from all majors ar~
welcome.
For more information, contact Heather Engelking at 407823-1726 or e-mail hengelki@mail.ucf.edu.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

School bus driver suspended for
threatening to stop on train track
DAYTONA BEACH - A
school bus driver was suspended 20 days without pay after
telling students she'd stop on
railroad tracks and leave them
there if they didn't shape up.
Students complained about
39-year-old Genorris DavisSummers a month ago. A Volusia County Schools investigative
summary released Monday said
she threatened students who
were "talkative" and "making
noises."
She allegedly told the middle
school riders she would get off
the bus ifa train was coming, but
leave them there.
Davis-Summers
denied
threatening
the
students,
though the event was captured
on video.
The driver said she didn't
stop on the tracks, and the kids
who alleged she did should be
punished.

Sheriff's corporal resigns after
allegedly taking pills during stop
TAMPA - A Hillsborough
County sheriff's corporal has
resigned after allegedly swiping
prescription pills from a woman
in an off-duty traffic stop.
Thirty-five-year-old William
Hughes was a 12-year veteran of
the department.
Hughes allegedly stopped a
motorist in July, while off-duty
but in uniform and driving an
unmarked patrol car. A witness
said it appeared Hughes put
some pills in his pocket after
opening and examining a bottle
in the driver's purse.
The woman said she later
-noticed some of her pills were
missing.
Departmental investigators
said Hughes admitted taking
some of the drugs.
PLEASE SEE

Classic trials examined in creationism discussion
MATTHEW BEATON
StaffWriter

•

The Central Florida Future Is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the Univeisity of Central Rorida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
orthe Univeisity administration. All content is property of
the Centro/Florida Futureand may not be reprinted In part
or in whole without permission from the publisher.

NEWSROOM
Much like the hotly contested abortion issue, Darwinism has spent much
of its existence mired in legal battles
while fighting to be legally taught in
public schools.
One must look as far back as the
1925 Scopes Trial when seeking the origins of these legal battles. On Monday,
Eugenie Scott, the executive director ,
of the National Center for Science
Education, outlined its history and its
current ramifications in modem academia
.
UCF's College of Sciences procured
Scott in hopes of informing the students and community of evolution's
importance and scientific prerogative
in the classroom.
"It is our goal to bring in as many
leading experts to educate both the
academics and the [community] to
understand why it is appropriate to
teach evolution but not religion in a
scientific classroom," said Chris
Parkinson, a UCF Biology Professor
and one of the event's organizers.
The evening's lecture dealt primarily with. court rulings which removed
or ensconced evolution in the classroom. Beginning with the Scopes Trial
- later fictionalized as the famed play
Inherit the Wind - she analyzed this
case which was one of evolution's few
losses in court.
"The Scopes Trial was actually a
case where a law in Tennessee - the
Butler Act - was being tested by the
citizens of Dayton, Tennessee, to see
whether [outlawing evolution's teaching] was legal," Scott said ''.And people
forget that Scopes (the teacher) lost."
Following this ruling, Scott
explained that evoluti.o n was taught
with far less frequency.
In fact, the Scopes ruling was so
effective, that for the next 30 to 40
years evolution was generally omitted
from the country's educational curriculum.
"Basically, evolution gradually drifted out of textbooks ... by 1930 evolution
was effectively gone from American
high schools,'' Scott said "Before 1925,
before the Scopes trial, evolution was
taught routinely at the high school
level ... it really did not come back until
the1960s."
However, as evolution grew in
prominence in the 1960s, it again
butted heads with its legal foe.
Scott discussed the 1968 court case
Epperson v. Arkansas, in
which The Arkansas
Education Association _. challenged
the
constitutionality of a state
law
which
banned
teaching
evolution in public
schools.
Although the Education Association
won the case at the
state level, it lost the
case in appellate court.
'Fhis spawned a further appeal to the U.S.
Supreine Court where the
Supreme Court ruled that all
laws which ban evolution's
teaching are unconstitutional.
"The Supreme Court
ruled in 1968 in Epperson
v. Arkansas that laws
like John Scopes had
been tried under
were unconstitutional -laws banning th~ teaching
of
evolution,"

407-447-4558
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Eugenie Scott infonns guests about the recent attempts of the Rorida Legislature to encourage the teaching of
Creationism in public science dasses during her speech titled"Florida's academic freedom bills: creationism du jourr'

Scott said.
Scott used this ruling's justification
to expound on why creationism should
not be taught in schools. This justification lay in the Constitution's First
Amendment, and its protection
against Congress making a "law
respecting an establishment of religion."
"[The First Amendment's] establishment and free exercise clauses
mean that a 'public institution, like education, has to be religiously neutral,"
Scott said "In the Epperson case, what
the Supreme Court decided was that
the law banning the teaching of evolution really favored a particular interpretation of Christianitf:"
The final Supreme Court case
which Scott referenced was 1987's
Edwards v. Aguillard. This case challenged .a Louisiana law that required
creationism and evolution receive
equal classroom time in public schools.
This law was again struck down by
the high court, but both the majority
and dissenting opinions gave hope to
the creationist movement.
' Between the two opinions, the
court held that it was acceptable for all
scientific theories to be taught and
that scientific evidence against
evolution could be taught iri
public schools.
To this open wording, Scott responded,

''.Any biologists or geologist or
astronomer in this room would agree if
there are scientific alternatives to a
common ancestry of course you can
teach them, but there aren't any."
Many of the more than 300 attendees shared Scott's views and
expressed their concern over intelligent design being taught in schools.
"I completely don't like the idea of
intelligent d~sign being taught in
school because there isn't any evidence to prove any of it," said Sean
Smith, a junior biology
and science education major. "Hopefully, one day, this
won't be a controversy
and
people will be
able to accept
evolution
and the evidence
it
presents."
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LET US KNOW

LOCAL ON A4

CORRECTION
In the Oct. 27 article titled,
''Plant eaters unite for Veg Fest,"
Krishna Vemuri was incorrectly
quoted as saying, "... We put a
price on wisdom"
Vemuri actually said, ''We
can't put a price on wisdom"
The Future strives to be as
accurate as possible. If you spot
an error of fact, let us know by
contacting
us
at
news.cff@gmail.com
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LOCAL WEATHER
Today
SUNNY

High:68°
Low:47°

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: Sunny all day with no chance
of rain and winds from the northwest
at 10mph.
Tonight: A clear night with a 10 percent chance of rain and winds from
the north-northwest at 6 mph.

0

Thursday
MOSTLY SUNNY

Friday

.

PARTLY CLOUDY

High:80°
Low:57°
High:80°
Low:58°

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
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Author
CHRISTINE HARPER
Staff Writer
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The author of Finding Purpose after Abuse will be signing books today from I p.m.
to 4 p.m. at the UCF Barnes
and Noble Bookstore.
The event is hosted by
UCF Victim Services.
Kathleen Schubitz, an
author and publisher for
Righteousness, Peace and Joy
Publishing Company, said
she wrote Finding Purpose
after Abuse to help reach out
to victims of abuse and
empower them with the message of God.
Schubitz, who ·s aid she has
been mentally and sexually
abused several times in her
life, is no stranger to abuse.
Schubitz also said that
that she was sexually assaulted by three different people,
and she has also been taken
advantage of by church and
medical professionals.
· According to Schubitz, the
goal of her book is to reach
out to victims of abuse and
help them overcome the
shame and fear sometimes
associated with different
types of abuse.
The book also offers helpful tips to prevent abuse from

happening.
"Most of us have regrets
for things we've done, maybe
even feel shameful about
some choices," Schubitz said
in an e-mail interview. "Then
we learn to take responsibility for choices made by others
that were inappropriate or
harmful."
Schubitz said that the
message of her book was
inspired by her strong Christian faith.
She said it was God who
ordered her to write the
book
"I was compelled to obey
God [to write the
book],"
Schubitz
said in an
e-mail. "I
really did
not have
any idea
what would
happen as I
began
to
write this
book about
my
life's
experiences.''
The book
has since inspired men and
women to open up about

their experiences with abuse
and connect with others.
"Finding Purpose after
Abuse is a must read," Anisha
Gibson, an Orange County
school teacher said on the
Finding Purpose after Abuse
Web site. "Ms. Schubitz
polln? her heart into the reader's mind. I could not put it
down. God's blessings and
his presence reside in this
magnificent piece of work"
According to the Finding
Purpose after Abuse Web site,
there are four different types
of abuse: emotional, psychological, physical and sexual.
Abuse can take many
forms from cursing to
beating and raping an
individual.
According to the ·
Rape, Abuse &
Incest National Network, one in six
women will be sexually abused at some
point in their life.
College-aged
women are at the
highest risk, being
four times more
likely to be sexually abused than
other women.
"I think it's important for
people [to read this book]

because they may be in the
situation themselves, or in
the future," said Charlotte
Hewkin, a UCF Victim Services advocate. "Hopefully,
they'll be able to recognize
it.''
When abuse does happen,
victims should not blame
themselves, Schubitz said
"Regardless of one's past,
regardless of bad choices
made by oneself or others,
forgiveness can be found,
healing can take place, .
unconditional fove is available to you," Schubitz said in
an e-mail. "The experiences
shared will teach others that
they too can find freedom,
forgiveness,
honor and
respect in life."

Prepare for a
~ore Rewarding Career

Start a new career in nursing at Remington College of Nursing
- Orlando. We are offering an accelerated Bachelor of Science
in Nursing degree. This is a full-time, 12-month program.

We are taking applications now for

01,1r January 2009 inaugural class.

..
...

WHAT'S SO
GREAT ABOUT
CHRISTIANITY?

Our brand new campus is located in Lake Mary, Florida, just
20 minut es north of downtown Orlando, conveniently off of
1- 4. The college is affiliated with many recognized health
care providers in the Central Florida region to offer diverse
clinical opportunities for our students, enhancing their
learning experiences.

407-704-8911
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Possible criminal charges
are still pending.

University of Florida football

player re[eased after arrest

GAINESVILLE - Florida
comerbackJacquesRickerson
has been kicked off the team
following his arrest on a
felony battery charge.
The 20-year-old sophomore from St. Augustine was
being held in the Alachua
County jail Tuesday.
Gainesville police said
Rickerson slapped his girlfriend on the face, choked her,
then covered her face with a
pillow. Authorities say the
altercation started when she
asked him to leave her apartment and Rickerson got upset.
Rickerson played in all
eight games this season as a
backup, recording 10 tackles
and an interception.
"Jacques Rickerson is no
longer part ofour team - that
is not what our program is
about," coach Urban Meyer
said in a statement.

Former Cuban President says
Obama is best choice for U.S.
HAVANA - Fidel Castro
praised Barack Obama Tuesday as smarter and less warlike than John McCain, but
stopped short of endorsing
either U.S. presidential candidate.
·
Cuba's former president
said he delayed weighing in
until the U.S. election day so
that "no one would have time
to say I wrote something that
could be utilized by the candidates in their campaigns.''
"Without a doubt, Obama
is more intelligent, cultured
and levelheaded than his
Republican adversary," Castro wrote in state-controlled
newspapers. "McCain is old,
bellicose, uncultured, of little intelligence and not
healthy."
-

ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

New Hampshire community
colleges see hike in Web classes
CONCORD, N.H. - New
Hampshire's
Community
College System is more than
doubling the number of
online courses high school
students can take to earn college credit.
High school students now
can choose from 13 college
courses in the semester that
begins in January.
The eStart program is an
extension of the Running
Start program in which participating high schools and
the community colleges
allow high school students to
take college-level classes at
their high schools at a
reduced rate and earn credit
for colleges in and out of
New Hampshire.

Former bank commissioner gets
interim job at Central Arkansas
CONWAY, Ark. - The
University
of
Central
Arkansas has named former
Arkansas.bank commissioner
Robert H. "Bunny'' Adcock Jr.
as its interim chief of
finances.
The school announced
Tuesday that Adcock began
in the post this week after the
retirement Friday of Paul
McLendon, who was vice
president for financial services.
It was while McLendon
had the post that the university communicated wjth tl).e
Higher Education Department about a line of credit.
Agency director Jim Purcell
said he was told the university had not used the credit line
but then-UCA president Lu
Hardin said he told Purcell
that, at the time he asked, that
the university had no debt on
the credit line, which Hardin
said was true at the time.
Hardin subsequently left
his post.
Adcock was appointed by
UCA Interim President Tom
Courtway. Adcock is vice
chairman of the board of
directors of Home Bancshares, a bank holding company that includes First State
Bank of Conway.
-
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Displaced Congolese people struggle to cope with the extreme weather and wind of a
rain storm in the Kibati camp north of Goma, eastern Congo, on Tuesday.

Fifteen dead in Baghdad after
explosions at station, market
BAGHDAD - Bombs
exploded at a bus station
and a small market in Bagh. dad, killing 15 people Tuesday in an increase in bloodshed in the Iraqi capital after
a week of relative calm,
police and hospital officials
said
U.S. officials say attacks
in Baghdad average about
four a day - down nearly
90 percent from levels of
late 2006, when ShiiteSunni fighting was at its
high point and just before
the U.S. troop surge that
helped bring down violence
in the capital
Tuesday's blasts came a
day after a series of bombings killed 10 people and
wounded 40 more, underscoring the threat still posed
by extremists.
Other attacks also took
place in Mosul, where violence has spiked in recent
months.
In Baghdad, a bomb hidden under a car blew up at a
bus depot in the predominantly Shiite neighborhood
of Mashtal on the east side,
killing 11 people, including
two women. Twenty-one
were wounded in the attack,
authorities said
In the northern Shiitedominated district of Qahira, four people were killed
and eight injured when a
roadside ~omb exploded
near a market, police said.
Also Tuesday, one person died when a roadside
bomb in central Baghdad
targeted the convoy of a Shiite government official and
former member of the Iraqi
Governing Council.
Ahmed Shiyaa al-Barak,
who currently serves as the
head of a government real
estate commission, escaped
without injury. Five of his
guards and four bystanders
were injured, police said.
Assailants also gunned
down a policeman in east
Baghdad
Meanwhile, in the northern city·of Mosul, a suicide
bomber rammed his car into
a passing police patrol,
injuring four officers, police
said.
A roadside bomb killed
one person and wounded
another, while gunmen shot
dead a civilian and a policeman in separate drive-byshootings, officials said.
Also, an Iraqi soldier was
injured when his patrol
struck a roadside bomb, and
a gunman wounded a
policeman in a separate
incident.
Elsewhere, a mortar shell
struck a house in Madain,
south of Baghdad, killing a
woman and her two young
children, police said.
Near the city of Tikrit,
some 80 miles north of the
capital, one civilian died in a
road accident with coalition
troops, the U.S. military
said. A second Iraqi died
after being rushed to an aid
station..
Iraqi police said an Amer. ican Humvee ran over four
Iraqis while they were trying
to hang a banner in the middle of a road, killing two.
The Iraqi officials spoke
on condition of anonymity
because they were not
authorized to release information to the media.

Taiwan, China a9ree to changes
in flights and shipping links
TAIPEI, Taiwan - Taiwan and China set aside
decades of hostilities Tuesday and agreed to drastically expand flights and allow
shipping links across the
Taiwan Strait, a potential
hotspot that has long threatened to become a war zone.

The historic deal highlighted
the
dramatic
improvement in relations in
the past half year between
the rivals that split amid a
bloody civil war in 1949, but
Taiwan and China appeared
to still be a long way from
resolving the root causes of
their conflict.
The envoys agreed Tuesday to hold high-level talks
every six months and focus
on building closer financial
ties in the next round of
meetings.
After signing the pact,
Chinese envoy Chen Yunlin
smiled and shook hands
with his Taiwanese counterpart, Chiang Pin-kung. They
sipped champagne and held
up two lines of framed calligraphy that said: "Peaceful
negotiation creates a winwin situation."
Chen was the highest- ,
ranking Communist Chinese official ever to visit
Taiwan. Since arriving Monday, he has been greeted by
scattered
anti-China
demonstrations. Protesters
lit fireworks outside his
hotel Tuesday, and a small
crowd scuffled with police
outside the venue where
Chen attended a dinner banquet.
For nearly six decades,
Taiwan banned
direct
flights and shipping with
China, fearing Beijing might
attack with bombers and
warships disguised as civilian vessels.
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Fe!TY overturns in high winds,
killing at least 40 commuters
MANILA,. Philippines A ferry packed with commuters that was buffeted by
sudden monsoon winds and
huge waves overturned
Tuesday, killing at least 40
people including 11 children,
officials said.
Regional army commander Maj. Gen. Jeffrey
Sodusta said 76 people were
rescued from the Don Dexter Cathlyn, which capsized
shortly after leaving port in
central Masbate island.
He said 40 bodies were
recovered. The ship's manifest listed 119 passengers
and a crew ·of six on board,
though ferries frequently
carry more people than officially listed.

Three ~ung brothers die
during house fire in New York
HARTLAND, N.Y. - A
house .frre killed three young
brothers during the night
and critically injured their
grandmother, who apparently tried to rescue them,
authorities said Tuesday.
The blaze in rural Hartland, about 25 miles northeast of Buffalo, remained
under investigation but
appeared to have been accidental, said Niagara County
Fire
Coordinator
Jim
Volkosh.
The f'rre was reported
shortly after 11 p.m. Monday
and the house was engulfed
in flames when sheriff's
deputies and volunteer f'rrefighters from six area companies arrived.
They tried to rescue the
boys but the smoke and
flames were too intense,
Volkosh said
The boys' grandmother,
59-year-old Leona Heigl,
apparently tried to re-enter
the · house to rescue the
boys, Volkosh said. Heigl
was overcome by smoke
and was listed in critical
condition Tuesday at Erie
County Medical Center in
Buffalo.
All three boys were
trapped in the downstairs
part of the house, .firefighters said
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UCF·Meal .Deals Site offers cheap food discounts
.

.

JOHN MURPHY
Contributing Writer

•

If you are a college student
starving for cash, chances are
you are probably starving for
some cheap food as well
. This is just what business
partners Tony Coas and Josh
Goodman, both UCF students,
along with Nick Wilkinson, a
UCF alumnus and the site's
webmaster, are offerin~ with
their
new
Web
site,
www.ucfmealdeals.com.
The site is "intended to alert
students and other citizens to
· deals and daily offers for vari. ous food establishments in
· and around the UCF community.
The site, which launched
about two weeks ago, includes
a new featured deal every day
from one of many different
restaurants and fast food
chains in thearea Some of the
places they provide deals from
include California Pizza
Kitchen, Buffalo Wild Wmgs,
Moe's and Smoothie King,
among others.
Coas said the response
from restaurants willing to be
involved in the site has been
fairly positive so far.

''.A lot of the smaller restaurants want to sign with us,"
Coas said. "They just want
something tangible to see." ·
Coas,
Goodman
and
Wilkinson, all roommates,
· first got the idea to start UCF
Meal Deals during one of their
many visits to California Pizza
Kitchen. They noticed that
· there was a promotional offer
at the J,'estaurant that very few
seemed to take advantage of.
"We realized that no one
else ever goes to [the restaurant], and no one even knows
about [the offed and it's a
ridiculous deal," said Gpodman.
,The two figured a lot of the
student body and those living
in the area might . benefit
imancially from knowing
about deals such deals.
Coas and Goodman said ,
they-are also trying to discuss
the possibility of acquiring
exclusive deals for UCF students at places like Outback
Steakhouse as well.
''.A number of the ·restaurants actually made deals on
the spot when we were there,"
said Goodman. · "They just
wanted to be on the site so bad
they were like ·'yeah ~e'll do a

'They just have a bunc~ of
random deals. It's very difficult,
.it's very cluttere~, and we just
want to stay focused on UCF.' .
- JOSH GOODMAN
WWW.UCFMEALDEALS.COM

UCF deal.' "
what deals they feature, they
They plan to generate a lot tend to stick to the kind that
of activity on the site, and then does not involve the use of a
once the demand is estab- coupon, instead opting for
lished, they will charge poten-: offers that only require a UCF
tial restaurant advertisers via photo I.D., or daily deals so
subscription. In addition, they that a greater number of peowill also be charging advertis- ple can take · advantage of
ers for front page spots on them.
their site.
This is one of many advanGoodman said that, for tages Coas said UCF Meal
now, they locate and assemble Deals will have over some of
their deals by driving from the other sites out there thatplace to place to see what offer a similar service. He also
deals are available, and then said that the fact that they are
they add them to the site. The . planning · to offer deals that
coverage area of the restau- cater specifically to UCF sturants they feature extends · dents should also hoist them
from Lake Underhill to above the competition versus
Mitchell . Hammock and other sites that offer a broader
Semoran to Alafaya
look at restaurants in the area
· In their selection process of
"They just have a bunch of
.

•)

.

.

.

random deals," Goodman ~aid·
of their competitors. "It's very
difficult, it's· very cluttered,
and we just want to stay
focused on UCF.''
In addition to the Web site
they have 1:;milt, the partners
also intend to advertise via
Facebook, with plans to create
their own application on that
site for their business. Subscribers of the application can
get new · deals -every day
through their
Facebook
account.
Chris Andrew, a strident at
UCF, seems to think Coas and
Goodman's business venture
is a good idea and provides a
great service to the students at
UCF.
.
"Honestly, I think the Web
site is ~ excellent idea,"
Andrew said ''.As a college student, I do all I can to make a
few bucks on the side, but with
most of my time focused on
school, it's hard enough to
work any shifts. With. a Web
site listing deals on places near
the college ;area, and the
opportunity to receive a few
coupons for a meal, I believe it
would benefit any college stu- dent no matter what their
schedule is."
.

'

.

.

While Coas and Goodman
said they have covered many
ofthe major areas near the college, one place they actually
haven't surveyed for deals is
th~ UCF campus itself. Goodman said that the University is
actually the place of least concern to them.
''We just - don't know if
they'll be doing a deal, because
they don't really' need to do a
deal to get UCF students
there," Goodman said. "They
have a captive audience.''
Beyond simply pointing to
deals for food establishments,
the partners also hope to offer·
bargains at businesses in the
entertainment industry as
well, including bowling alleys
and movie theaters. They also
said they hope to see their
business expand to other universities around Florida
"One of our biggest goals as
we progress is to go on· to
other schools," said Goodman,
citing the University of Florida
as one of the universities :Qe
hopes a business like _this
might be able to reach. "We
feel all students have a need to
save money on eating.
Because who doesn't want to
save money?"

•
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Teach For America recruits students· .Photo student shows
Mer Dark' gallery
TEACH FOR AMERICA
KELLY HALPIN

day, w.hile walking·tb,rough_
the hallway, Bobby said,
"Look Mr. Orr, the sign says.
Robert Orr, the southeast
wet paint."
WHATTHEYDO
recruitment manager for
''.At that moment I was so
Teach For America aims to end educational inequity- the reality that
Teach For America, visited
taken
aback,'' said Orr. ·
in our country where a child is born determines his or her educational
UCF on Monday to speak to
He admits that Teach For
outcomes and, in tum, life prospects. Our mission is to build the movement
students interested in
America is not easy, and it
to
eliminate educational in~quity by enlisting q,ur nation's most promising_
applying for the Teach For
takes dedication, something
future leaders in the effort Our vision is that one day, all children in this
America. _program and to
senior Markisha. Coboume is
nation will have the opportunity to attain an excellent ed4cation.
answer any questions they
willing to do to help equalize
might have.
· education for all children.
Teach For America is a
"I know it's going to be
HISTORY
division of AmeriCorp~ that
tough,
but as long as I prepare
As a college senior, Wendy Kopp proposed Teach For America's creation in
recruits recent college gradmyself,
I know I'll be able to
her Princeton University undergraduate thesis. She was convinced that
uates to teach for two years
get through it," Coboume
many in her generation were searching for a way to assume a significant
at public schools in highsaid.
.
responsibility that would make a real difference in the world and that top
poverty
· communities
Before beginning the procoll~ge students would choose teaching over more lucrative opportunities
across the. nation.
gram, corps members are
if a prominent teacher corps existed. As a 21 ye~r-old, Kopp raised $2.5
"Only one in 10- of low
required to attend a fiveincome students will gradu- .
week summer preparation
million of start-up funding, hired a skeleton staff, and launched a grassate from college," said Orr,
institute to help them . deal
roots recruitment campaign. During Teach For America's first year in 1990,
which teachforamerica.org
with the challenges they will
500 men and women began teaching in six low-income co·mmunitiessays is a result of school sysface over the next couple of
across the country.Since then, Teach For America's network has grown to
tems lacking the capacity to
years.
20,000
in~viduals.
We
have
become
the
nation's
largest_provider
of
m~et the extra needs and
Orr says only about 3 perteachers for low-income communities,and we have been recognized for
challenges students in lowcent of corps members have a
building a pipeline of leaders committed to educational equity and
income communities face.
degree in education, so these
excellence.
·
. "It's riot that they can't
institutes in Atlanta, Houssucceed, they're just not
ton, Los Angeles, New York
-WWW.TEACHFORAMERICA.ORG
given the opportunity," said
City,
Philadelphia
and
Orr.
Phoenix build a strong founTeach For America's misOver
150
graduate student named Bobby in the dation of knowledge and skill
· sion is to recruit teachers, or . schools, · including top- kindergarten class he taught that will be applied to corps
corps members as they are ranked business, law, medi- for 'reach For America in members' upcoming teachcalled, who are able to expe- cine, public policy and edu- Miami.
ing.
On the first day of class,
rience educational inequali- cation programs offer
''We need people to do this
ty firsthand.
· benefits to Teach for Amer- Bobby couldn't even imd his and to lead our country," said
It is hoped the recruiters ·ica alumni. These benefits desk because he did not rec- Orr. "Knowledge is necessary
will work to minimize the incluq.e two-year deferrals, ognize the letters in his name to make change.''
extra challenges facing chil.- fellowships, course credits . or even know the sounds · . For more information on
they made.
dren in low-income com- · and waived applicatiop. fees.
Teach For America and the
Orr put in extra hours to application process visit
munitie~, help to better the
"I heard about Teach for
school systems and become America from all of these help Bobby read when one www-.teachforamerica.org.
part of a group a leaders representatives,'' said Bernwho will advocate equality stein, speaking specifically
in public education:
of the Law School Admis"I'm a substitute teacher sion Council. "It means a lot
in, Orange County and I see to them."
all these problems," said·
Working fof Teach for
senior Vanessa Bernstein.
America doesn't just mean a
Bernstein teaches at lot to · graduate .,md law
Evans High School where school representatives, it
she says the graduation rate means a lot to the 13 million
is 49 percent, while another · children in the United
Orange County school, States faced with educationWinter Park 'High School, al disparities that will limit'
has a graduation rate of potential job earnings, voter .
· about 98 percent.
participation, civic engageWitnessing educational · ment
and community inequality' firsthand at a \ involvement, according to
local level was the main rea- Orr.
" . applied to
son Bernstem
Orr spoke of a personal
join Teach for America.
experience he had with a
Contributing Writer
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· MADISON BERNATH
Contributing Writer

An art exhibition promoted
by the Women's Research
Center offers an alternative
escape
to
the
busy
Homecoming week. Award.,winning photographer and
UCF student Melissa Simser
will display her collection
"After Dark'' on Thursday at
the Research Pavilion.
Simser describes her collection as mysterious and
slightly ominous in her Artist's
Statement, found on the
Women's Research Center's
Website.
"The imal images are a
mixture of setting and narrative," said Simser on the Web
site.
·
She goes on to explain why
she left her photographs open. ended, so that each viewer
would be able to make up their
own story about the images.
The artist's first solo exhibition is fresh and new. Simser
tells the Women's Research
Center, ." What started out as
an experiment with color
turned into a project that I
couldn't stop working on."
Many UCF students are

ready to explore Melissa
Simser's world as they escape
from Homecoming for a
moment to celebrate a new
artist.
.
"I'm really happy that our
university holds art shows,"
junior Erica Avila said. "It
shows we're more cultured.
bur university doesn't just
cater to football games and big
events. We get the photography exhibitions, as well as the
big concerts."
Simser was born in Saratoga Springs, NY., and grew up
living between New York and
Florida.
Her work in '"After Dark"
reflects that fact, with each of
her photographs taking life
from those two states.
Simser was awarded first
place in the international stu- ·
dent Photo Imaging Education
Association contest last
spring. She also won the Fifth
Annual Women's Research
Center Student Art Competition.
·
The exhibition "After
·Dark" _will be held Thursday
evening at the Research Pavilion Suite 360. Doors will.open
at 3 p.m.. and the exhibition
will continue until 6 p.m.
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Art professor paints rebel-art ·

The big day.

VANESSA.BERNSTEIN
Contributing Writer

UCF's Professor Walter
Gaudnek spoke to a group of
about ~O people on Wednesday at UCFs Art Gallery.
Standing surrounded by bis art
collection inspired by a decapitated saint . and a headless .
aFtist, he encouraged visitors
to find the missing-head oflegendary Spanish artist Francisco Goya.
Gaudnek said that when
Goya'.s corpse was exhumed
from a cemetery in Bordeaux,
France in the early 1900's, bis
skeleton was missing its head ·
He said that Goya had a
dark sense of humor. One of
Goya's famous works shows
the body of a soldier giving
food to bis own decapitated
head According to Gaudnek,
.
·
VANESSA BERNSTEIN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Goya orchestrated the disap- UCF professor Walter Gaudnek works_in his office in the Visu~I Arts Building. Gaudnek spoke Wednesday night in the Art Gallery.
pearance of bis head, partly as
the Basilica? You would be careful as she p1,1ts·me up and
Gaudnek also suffered
a joke.
,
takes . me back to Europe,"' . another form of· childhood
· Gaudnek_ said that . Goya instantly famous.''
One of Gaudnek's paintings Gaudnek said
tragedy. He is a survivor of
identified with St. Denis, the
Gaudnek was born in Ger- child-.slave labor in the former
· patron saint of Paris who him- depicts Goya's decapitated
self is depicted as beheaded, head with bis doctor nearby. many and has taught at UCF Czechoslovakia
He said these experiences
.
and secretly arranged to have He said that Goya's doctor for 38 years.
During the talk he stood certainly influem;:ed bis woFk.
his head buri~d at the place · probably agreed to move his
His death-inspired exhibit
where the saint died, in the head to the Basilica to shield it dressed in all black with skulls
Basilica of Saint Denis in Paris, from scientists who wanted to .on the lapels ofhis leather jack- does not prepare ·people .for
et. Beside him was a model, a the sight of his office. The
also the place w};iere French study his brain.
''Goy.!. did not want bis head living installation of bis exhibit small space explodes with
kings and queens ar~ buried
Gaudnek said that saints are to end up in a jar,'' Gaudnek - UCF art stu~ent Christy color and giant sculpture, leavthe ultimate rebels, and Goya said "I strongly believe Goya Reese - who was also clad in ing little room for Gaudnek's
small desk space. It is hardly
would want his head to be ortjiestrated that with his doc- black and skulls.
Reese, who is taking an art . the office of an academic, and
buried there as a final act of tor - to have bis head not taken
by scientists, but buried with class taught by Gaudnek, said that is bis intention.
rebellion.
·
More than anything, Gaudthat he is one ofthe most interStanding over one of his famous kings and queens."
Annie Caps, a_master.o ffme .esti.ng teachers she has ever nek's want~ his art to be "an
exhibits, a pool table with the
image of St. Denis on it, he arts student at UCF, appreciat- had because of bis willingness anti-academic statement."
"I want t~ be the rebel
explained that Goya connected· ed the historical context Gaud- to defy convention.
nek_provided
''He pushes some buttons,'' artist."
with the saint.
"I liked the stories he told Reese said. ''He messes with
On his UCF faculty busiIn the bl_
a ck humor style of
ness card, under his name, his
Goya, Gaudnek stretched bis about Goya and that he was religion."
Gaudnek came from a fam- title reads: ''Pro£ Walter Gaudpainting of t):ie headless St. · pas~ionate enough to do a
Denis ·across a pool table to ·whole series on the missing ily that defied convention. His nek, Ph.D, Department of Art,
:·
father lost bis life for speaking Rebel Artist."
encout'age people to travel to skull,'' said Caps.
Like Goya, Gaudnek has a out about the lies and propa.He pointed to one ofhis stuthe Basilica to find Goya's
skull
·
dark brand ofhuinor. ·
ganda of the Nazis.
dents sitting in the audience
"I told my wife - just in
"[My, father] was obsessed and said, "I want to add anti."I want to do it, but I don't
have time," Gaudnek said. case I kick the bucket - put by hon~sty, and he coulq.n't academic to academia, but
"Can you imagine that you my ashes in a handbag and tell · keep his mouth shut about don't tell your mother that.
She'll say 'he's crazy.' "
would fmd the skull of Goya at the [flight attendant] to be their lies,'' Gaudnek said
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. Hundreds of UCF students waited patiently in a 3-hour line outside of the UCF Arena
to cast their vote on Tu~day. Polls closed at 7 p.m. in Florida on Tuesday night

Signing to follow
FRO,M Al

. 2004 was awarded a KnightWallace Fellowship at the Uni-'
versity of Michigan, where ·she
. spent a ye~ studying -freshwater supply.
Mirage shows how the east.,
em half of the United States
has used much of its fresh
water supply 'and is now facing
shortages. In the 19th century.
Boridians 'rid the land of water,
draining some 9 million acres
of wetland statewide.
In the 20th century, water
permits were handed out to
aJl}'t)ne who asked, which has
· depleted Florida's aquifers so
much that future reliance on
groundwater resources for sustainability is.~certain.
Barnett said that one false
~pti.on of~~y is that we

must have-more water to further our economy. She argues
that p9pulation . growth and
economic prosperity in the 21st
centJ.rry should not follow the
path of increasing demand like
the last century. Instead, sh~
. said Florida should forge a sustainable water path.
Mirage has been called "one
of the most important books to
hit ot,rr state in a very long
time1' by the St. Petersburg
Times.
The event is sponsored by
the UCF Libraries and the
Office' of Undetgraduate Studies' unifying theme of the environment . and global climate
, changei which has been part of
the curriculum for the second
.c onsecutive year. .
A_book signing wUl follow
the event.

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes· a Band-Aid _is not e~ough
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Find out how thousands of people save. iives
. and earn extra CASH by donating plasma ·
.

regularly. Plasma is us~d to make manuf~cture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.
1

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite ·soo Orlando

321-235-9100

ti

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
.Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on·your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dcip1~ma.com

"
Boost your GPA! We're talking
about your ~raduation P(an of
Attack. Do it with 100% Tuition
Assistance, low-cost healthcare,

•

- - - - - - " a supplemental _paycheck, a
career jump start, and up to a $20,000 bonus for specific
jobs. All this as a member of the Air Force Reserve with no
prior military experience needed.
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Hypersolution ~on by RockBandbands willplay
solving S_o f 10 problems

:, ·
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FROM

'T_hese guys are very proficient
at making the programs work ,
the first time, and that's a very
valuable skill to have in the job
market.'

•

..

Florida
Tech,
UCF
Hypersolution won by solving .
five out of 10 problems. Most
teams solved three or four
problems, and the point structure placed UCF Hypersolution ahead of other teams that
solved five problems.
UCF Hypersolution
consists of veteran UCF pro- :"'
grammers who have been
- CHRIS GOUGE
competing iri the Battle of the
UCF HYP£RSOLUTION COACH
Brains for more than three
years. The team consists of
programmers Stephen Ful- urday to prepare for the comThe . ACM-ICPC World
wider,
Jeremy
Elboum, petition. Every weeknight, they Finals . is ..essentially a large
Michael Do and coach Chris would do a 2-hour online train- recruiting pool of Young innoGouge. Fulwider and Elboum ing session, Elboum said
vative programmers; Heintz-.
were both on the UCF team
With all the preparation, man said
that competed in last year's they are still able to balance
"Bright, innovative people
world finals in Alberta, Cana- school -and work along with · are the lifeblood of our compe- .
da, where it received an honor- the competition.·But whatever . tition," Heintzman said "And
able mention.
happens in' April, if the ·team often, IBM offers-job positions
UCF's team will be one of doesn't c<;>me ho:tQ.e with any to the winners, so it's practicalthe 100 teams chosen from awards or bragging rights, they ·1y a golden ticket to a career/'
more than 2,000 uni,versities willstillhavetheprogramming
A golden ticket that UCF,
from 83 countries to go to the competition experience that a and the U.S. for that matter,
. world finals.
number of job employers ·are will have to work long and
In previous World Finals, looking for. The experience hard for. In the past eight years,
UCF has placed as high as sec- . shows that a person can deliv- the first place position has
ond, fourth, and fifth, placing er a program, under pressure, gone to teams from Russia,
them as one of the top I per- . that works according to speci- China or Poland
cent of competing universities fications, Gouge said
But
for
one ·ucF
in the wodd;Urooji said
"That is one thing that peo- Hypersolution team member, ·
"UCF has been remarkable. ple fresh out of computer sci- it's not just about the job
They're right up there with the ence school can't do, because prospects.
.
elite schools in the nation," · they don't have the actual
''I know it looks great on job
IBM Sponsorship Ex~cutive _experience to do it," Gouge resumes, but it's a lot of fun,"
Doug Heintzman said
said "These guys are very pro- Fulwider said. "I don't know
Since the beginning of the ficient at making the ptograms about you guys, but if I dpn't
fall semester, the team has work the first time, and that's a solve a problem every day, I
been doing 5-hour practices very valuable skill to ·have in think of on~s that need to be
and 3-hour lectures every :,at- the job market."
done."
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the MTV Rock Band Tour
allows players of the video
game, Rock Band, a chance to
play on stage in between setbreaks. According to the UCF
Arena Web site, Rock Band
bands will be chosen on-site
at the show, from a national
competition ~r radio promotion.
The MTV Rock Band Tour
also marks the second coming ·
of the Plain White T's to the
l]CF Arena .
"Oh my god, I am so excit..
ed," junior Heather O'Mara
said "Dashboard's good, and
I really love Panic!"
According to the UCF
Newsroom, about 4,000 tickets haye already been given
'
COURTESYWWW.THECABROCK.COM
aWqy to students.
'
The Cab is one of the bands performing at Concert Knightat the UCF Arena on Thursday.
.

.

Movie.Knight a UCFtradition
.
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socialized and watched the
· summer blockbuster. .
They also treated them.selves· to free T-shirts, popcorn-filled mugs, Smoothie
King samples and Home/ coming concert tickets provided by the Student Government ,Association.
Megan
Mullen,
a
humanities major who had
never seen the movie before,
wanted to attend because it
was free and seemed fun.
Female fans applauded

and cheered when ·shia coming theme of A Knight's
LaBeoufs character, . the Q!Iest: It's Our Journey.
young biker Mutt Williams,
For Mark Abrams, a gradcame on screen for the first uate student in education
time.
leadership, Movie Knight
Helping to pass out the was a lot of fun to attend.
free T-shirts, Katie Dobosz, • Abrams said that · Movie
philanthropy director of Knight , along with other
Homecoming 2008, thought Homecoming events, is
the event was, ''Wonderful."
about tradition, and that: is
She said that the event why people should keep
was one of the most organ- going to them.
ized events thus far during
With Homecoming 2008
'Homecoming Week.
·
week only halfway over, offiDobo.s z . felt that the cials encourage .everyone to
theme of the movie fit in per- participate in all
the
fectly with this year's Home- upcoming events this week.

'

Best dance, skit to be awarded

.. .
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SHAROI{WEAVER/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Katie Fisher, center, said she always rides the shuttle. Toe parking on campus is just so difficult, taking the bus is way easier,' Fisher said,

New shuttles ·will have 34-seats.
pick up students from The Lofts
The 29-shuttle fleet will
see 17 shuttles replaced with · and Jeil'erson Village apartment
complexes, which Singh esti, "It's convenient, and I larger and more updated -yer..:
mates will take 45 minutes
don't have to get a parking . sion.s. The new shuttles will
round trip due to the seven
accommodate 34 passengers
pass," Byrd ~d
miles the shuttle will have to
While she was not a stu- a.s opposed to the current
travel
·
·
dep.t at UCF last year, she has -shuttles, which: hold 28.
A
final
addition
to
the
shuttle
There will be two buses
noticed the large amount of
service is limited service to and ·
students .utilizing the shuttle dedicated to Rosen College
instead of one that services , from UCF's College of Mediservice.
cine, which is intended to begin
.
"It's fine until I o'clock' the college today.
in late spring.
University
-' affiliated
when it gets real packed,''
complexes
Byrd said
· apartment
According to I Singh, Pegasus Pointe and Pegasus
Transportation Services will Landing will both add one
implement changes- begin- bus each to their shuttle
. ning -i n the spring designed . route as well, bringing the
to better accommodate the count up fo five and six
growing number of shuttle respectively.
There will be a trial run to
riders.
FROM
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.Are you interested in an exciting career?-

••••••••••
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

•••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do ofter graduation?
Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students 1enrolled in.Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships .

•

A7

.

. · • Up to $15,000 tuition per year
1f'!ce n~ves • $900 in textbooks reimbursement
1
inc u e: • Monthly stipe_
n d ($300-$500)

- • Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, (Ind F~reign Language Majors. ·
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

I

Al

Zajicek, a political
science.· junior, said on
directing the profession- ·
al improv comedians
Carr and Dinger, "They
-w ere relatively ·easy to
work with. They were
definitely excited to
work with us."
Among other reasons,
· he says h~ sought the
duo because they would
"give the show a more
professional look."
The judging of the
competition is split into
two categori'es: Best
Dance and Best OveraU
Skit.
. Las'!: year, LEAD
Scholars took home Best
Dance, and a- motley
crew of Greeks - Beta
Theta Pi, Pi Beta Phi, FIJI
and-Iota Phi Theta - captured Best Overall Skit.
"I think• it's the most
competitive [event],"
Homecoming Philanthropy Director. Katie
Dobosz said. .
As this year;s them~ is
"A Knight's ·Q!lest," the
same teams. that blasted
the competition o.ne
year ago are indeed
questing for another
taste of victory.
With 15 teams and so
little glory to share
between them, Skit
Knight looks to have students out of their. seats
and screaming for an
eI\core.

MORE EVENTS
SKIT KNIGHT
Tonight at 7 p.m. in ~e UCF Arena.
HOMECOMING GOLF TOURNAMENT
Today at 7:30.a.m,at the Villas of Grand
Cypress_GolfResort.
CONCERT KNIGHT
Thursday, Nov. 6,at 7 p.m. in the Arena.
SPIRIT SPlASH

Friday, Nov. 7at noon in the Reflection
Pond.
BLACK AND GOLD GAlA
Friday, Nov.7,at 6:30 p.m. in the UCF
Arena.

'
BlACKAND
GOLD TAKEOVER PARTY
Friday, Nov.7, at 9 p.m. downtown .
Orlando. For alumni.

PARADE
Saturday, Nov.8 at 10 a.m. Parade begins
at Central Florida Boulevard and will
make its way dodcwise along Gemini..
FESTIVAL OF KNIGHTS
Saturday, Nov. 8, beginning at noon at
Memory Mall.
HOMECOMING GAME
Saturday, Nov.8. with. kickoff beginning at
3:30p.m.
KING AND QUEEN AWARDS
Saturday, Nov. 8 at Homecoming game,
during halftime.

AWARDS BANQUET
· Sunday, Nov.9,from 2 p.m.to~p.m. in
the Student Union5 Pegasus Ballroom.By
invitatlon only.

\

,.

1NTERNET ttrltA FOR SCORES, RECAPS AND BREAKING SPORTS NEWS ON YOUR PHONE ANYTIME TEXT UCFSPORTS TO 44636.
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The breakdown

.Knights
plundered
byECUin
second half

Loss means
postseason
hopes hang
bya thread

B~IAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

, PADRICK BREWER
Editor-in-Chief

Both East Carolina and the
UCF Football team were looking to move up the ranks ofthe
Conference USA East Division
on Sunday, but tl).e Knights had
en9ugh trouble just moving up
the field.
·
The Knights fell apart in the
second half again, putting .
them at 1-3 in C-USA and in
need of a lot ,o f help to get a
second consecutive division
crown.
Here were the keys from
Sunday's game: .
·

Running wild .

.

·,

It was the second consecutive game and fourth overall
that the UCF Football team did
not rush for a touchdown.
Brynn Harvey, who got his
second career start for the
Knights, was slowed down
behind the line several times.
Harvey had been one of the ·
few bright spots from the
Tulsa·loss, but he gained just
30 yards on 17 carries Sunday.
Michael Greco was hit several times in the backfield
before ·he could scramble for
much yardage. He did lead the
team in rqshing with 53 yards
on 17 rushes, but having a quarterback lead the team in rushing has not been good for UCF.
It has happened five times
- all UCF losses.
ECU running back Norman
Whitley had no such trouble
getting going on the ground
Whitley finished with 135
yards and a. touchdown, and he
averaged 4.8 yards per carry.
Whitley . routinely slashed
through the defense, and he
was stopped behind the line
· just four times.
UCF punt returner Joe Burnett, above,
muffs a punt during the Knights' loss
versus. East Carolina on Sunday. The
error didn't hurt the Knights, but the
loss means they must win their final 4
games to have a shot at a bowl bid.
Quarterback Michael Greco, left, had a .
rough day-as he committed 2 turnovers
and wa.s sacked 4 times.

(Hine troubl~ -.
The Knights allowed four
sacks against East Carolina,
UCF's third consecutive contest allowing at least that many.
Senior offensive tackle
Patrick Brown was at a loss for
words after the game.
"I reaJly don't know,"
Brown said 'We need to finish
the game."
·
., Greco was under pressure
s~eral times during the loss to
the Pirates, and C.J Wilson and.
Jeremy Chambliss disrupted
plays often, accounting for
four af the Pirates' 10 tackles
for a loss, while Nick Johnson
added three more.
PLEASE SEE

PHOTOS BY RAVMA JENKINS AND SHANNA FORTIER
/ CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE

GRECO ON A9

·

•

Sunday's game against the
East Carolina Pirates represented the beginning of the
most important stretch of the
season for the UCF Football
team: Five divisional games in
five weeks.
Tlie Knights' first task
began well, as they recorded
first downs ori each of their '
. first four plays from scrim.mag~
But once again, the Knights
· (2-6 overall, 1-3 in Conference . , ·
USA) weren't able to hold on
to a late lead and were left with
·another unhappy ending: A 1310 loss in overtime to the
Pirates (5-3 overall, 3-1 in CUSA).
~ The Knights were ahead 100 at halftime and 10-3 with
cabout 5 minutes to play in regulation. Then the Pirates, who
. gained just 104 yards on seven
first-half drives, launched a lOplay, 46-yard drive. The Pirates
converted third-and-9 anci
fourth-and-IO plays on the
,.)
drive and ·capped it with a 2yard touchdown run from Norman Whitley that tied the
score at 10.
"It came down to us at ·t he
end," UCF safety Sha'reff
Rashad said 'We had a chance
to stop them and win the game,
,)
and we weren't able to do that."
The Knights' two attempts
in-the final 1:46 of the fourth
.,
ended with a punt and a: fumble from quarterback Michael
Greco, so the contest headed to
overtime.
The Pirates chose for the
Knights to take the ball first,
but they didn't keep it for long.
For the second consecutive
.,
play, Greco turned the ball
over, with an interception right ~
to East Carolina comerback
(.\
Emanuel Davis.
This turnover was due to
two Knights, Greco and wide
receiver Kamar Aiken, not
being on the same page. Aiken,
running a go route, ran by
Davis and into the end zone
But Greco.thought Aiken was
going to come back on his
route, leading to the easy inter·
.
ception.
I>
"It was a go route," UCF
head coach George O'Leary
. said. ."[Davis] just sat there.
Kamar was right, Mjke was
wrong. Kamar just ran by the
guy; it was a touchdown."
· Instead of a touchdown, the
Knights' thi,rd turnover of the . \<1
game helped the Pirates record
PLEASE SEE

.UCF Ol'l A9

Women's Soccer

C~USA tourney begins today
WILLIAM PERRY

and I think the girls are excited to
avenge that game."
When the two teams met earThe No. 22 UCF Women's · lier in the year, the Owls defeated
Soccer team will face tournament UCF 2-1 in double overtime, led
host Rice in the first round of the by two goals from Erin Scott.
Conference USA Championship
UCF was plagued by missed
today in Houston.
scoring chances and wide shots
. The Knights enter the tourna- and didn't register its second shot
ment riding a four-game winning on goal until there was less than 5
streak after earning the No.3 seed minutes remaining in regulation.
with a third-place finish in the
But when the Knights f'mal.ly
conference standings during the got their second shot, it sparked
season. ·
some immediate offense. With 85
· 'We're pretty exdted about seconds left in the second half,
getting Rice," associate head Danielle dos Santos notched the
coach Colby Hale said "That's a goal that forced overtime for the
team that beat us in the season, Knights.
St~ffWriter ·

•

•
•
•

Throughout both of the .overtimes, the Knights had plenty of
scoring chances, but they were
unable to convert, as Rice held
them off.
The loss to Rice was one of
only two losses in league play for
the Knights on their way to a 7-22 record in C-USA, 12-4-3 overall.
Rice went 10-8 overall, 6-5 in
C-USA,· with Scott leading the
team in points with 20. She
notched seven goals and six
assists on the season.
The Knights also went 5-2-1
against some stiff competition.
PLEASE SEE

SCHEDULE ON A9

COREY MAYNARD / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF juriior. forw~rd Yvonne George leads the Knights with 7 assists.and 17 points this season.
The team 1s getting ready to open play today at the Conference USA Championship versus Rice.
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UCF offense comes up small again
' FROM

•
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the first win by a visiting CUSA team in Bright House Networks Stadiwn history.
Three Whitley runs put the
Pirates at UCF's 22-yard line,
and Ben Hartman. who missed
two kicks earlier in the game,
nailed a 39-yard attempt to
complete another sour night for
the Knights.
'We had our opportunities
and came up short," O'Leary
said. "You can't turn the ball
over, ball-security-wise, like we
did twice there at the end and
expect to win the game."
The loss just added to the

Knights'
second-half
headaches. They have now
been outscored after halftime
148-58. That left the Knights
with one word on their minds
after the game:.Finish.
"Things haven't gone our
way a lot of times this season, as
far as end of the game is concerned," Rashad said. "That's
something that we have to control We have to go out and take
it."
The Knights gained a 10-0
advantage after they recorded a ·.
touchdown play of more than
50 yards for the fourth consecutive game when Greco read a
comer blitz perfectly and threw

to Jamar Newsome for a 54-yard
score down UCF's sideline.
Outside of that one play,
there wasn't much on display
for the Knights' nation-worst
offense at 238 yards per game.
Running back Brynn Harvey
was limited to just 30 rushing
yards on 17 carries. Greco completed just nine of 21 passes for
142 yards, but had two
turnovers. And even when
Greco was on target, his
receivers didn't do their job.
'We dropped some passes
that you have to catch," O'Leary
said. "Those are first downs
moving. You just can't do some
of the things we are doing. I

A9

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
LONELY SEVEN

UCF has scored seven points in the
second halves of its pastthree games.

think our margin of error on
offense is very small, and when
wehaveopportunitiesromake
plays, we've just got to make
them"
The Knights' defense tried
its best to earn the win. UCF
sacked ECU quarterbacks Rob
Kass and Patrick Pinkney six
times, limited ECU to a 38.2
completion percentage and
recorded an interception in its
16th consecutive game.
Their only failing point was
when it came time to stop the
run, ·as Whitley recorded a
career-high 135 yards on 28 carries.
'We had a couple problems

ALL FOR NAUGHT

UCF's defense has recorded 11 sacks
and seven takeaways in those games.

tackling," Rashad said of the
defense's problems with Whitley. "The effort on defense was
always there. We were swarming ... but just yards after contact hurt us. He was able to keep
his feet moving, get a couple of
extra yards after the initial contact."
The Knights' most-important fwe-game stretch has now

UP NEXT
This Saturday at the Bright House, the
Knights will have to find a way to slow
down a Southern Miss running game
that put up 463 yards.and nine
touchdowns in its most recent game
against UAB.

been cut to fow; and they will
have to sweep the rest of their
schedule to have any shot at a
bowl game. UCF will begin that
unenviable task in its Homecoming game Saturday versus
Southern Miss.
Kickoff between the Golden
Eagles and Knights is slated for
3:30 p.m. Saturday at Bright
House Networks Stadium.

Schedule prepped Knights Greco plays uneven contest

"

A8

of players."
UCF is playing well enteroutside conference play during ing the tournament and has
the season, including matches experience in its favor, after
against four ranked opponents. going to the NCAA tournaJunior defender Amaka ment last season. The Knights
Ofuani said the Knights' tough have put some of their earlier
schedule in the early part of ups-and-downs behind them
the season prepared them for and coach Hale feels the team
where they are now and has has really started to find their
allowed them to peak at the rhythm, but they need to conright time. .
tinue their recent play in order
_,, The Knights are coming off to claim their first C-USA
a 4-1 win versus Southern Miss Championship.
on Sunday, a game in which
"I think that fact that we
fou!- UCF players scored. In didn't win the regular champithe regular season, UCF had 13 onship is motivation enough,"
players score a goal Five play- Cromwell said. "So we don't
ep; recorded at least four goals really have to say anything,
this season, and juni,or Court- because the girls feel like they
ney Whidden led the way with are the team to beat in the consix.
ference tournai:µent, and I
The Knights hope to con- think we've proven that with
tinue that offensive trend our production as of late."
Balance all across the board ·
~ hen they meet the Owls.
'We're a very dynamic, has been an important piece to
attacking team, and you can't UCF's success. At any time,
just shut down one player," many different players have
UCF head coach · Amanda been able to step in, both on
Cromwell said '"Ibat just goes offense and defense.
to show you we have a bunch
If there were any question
of players who can put it in the as to whether the Knights
back of the net.
would miss losing star goalie
"If I was another team try- Jennifer Manis after last sealng to scout us, it would be son, there no longer is. And
hard to tell the team what to though Aline Re_is is a freshdo,· because we attack in all man, she has been a staple
~orts of ways and with all sorts between the pipes for the
FROM

team.
"Aline is going to make all
the saves she's supposed to,
but she also has the ability to
make a save that a 1ot of other
keepers in the country that
can't make," Hale said. "In
every game, no matter how
good you play, there's always
going to be one or two good
chances the other team has,
and to have a goalkeeper that
keeps it out of the net can really make a difference."
Reis posted an 11-4-3 record,
while starting 17 of the team's
19 games. She also recorded a
1.20 goals against average to go
along with six shutouts.
To beat Rice, the Knights
will-have to get on the Owls
early and put away their scoring opportunities, Ofuani said
They will not be able to afford
getting behind early if they
hope to advance to further
rounds.
'We've had a lot of shots on
goal [of late], and we need to
just get those in when we have
the opportunity and not rely
on the defense," Ofuani said
As for the other teams, East
Carolina kicks off against SMU
in the first game of the day.
UTEP vs. Colorado College is
next up, followed by Memphis
andUAB.

A8

much rather avoided.
It was the first conference
loss for UCF at Bright House
Alate switch
After saying last Tuesday Networks Stadium. The
that true freshman Rob Cal- Knights were 6-0 in their new
abrese was the starter until stadium against Conference
someone outplayed him in USA opponents before Sunpractice, junior Michael Greco day's loss.
Greco's interception on the
got his first start since Boston
first play of overtime was the
College. .
Greco played well in the first interception UCF had
first half - which included.a thrown since the third quarter
good read on a comerback of the 58-13 loss to UTEP on
blitz that led to Jamar New- Sept. 'Z7.
ECU running back Norman
some's 54-yard touchdown
catch - completing fwe of his Whitley ran for 135 yards on 28
carries. Whitley was the first
10 passes for 114 yards.
But much like the rest ofthe 100-yard rusher against UCF
UCF Football team, his per- since Boston College's Monte}
formance in the second half Harris gained ll2 yards against
the Knights on Sept. 20.
wassubpar.
The Knights have now lost.
Greco completed four of
his 11 passes after the break and . three consecutive games for
managed just 28 yards on the second time this season,
the first time they have done
those four completions.
His biggest blunder came that since the 2-9 season in
on the first play of overtime, 1984, in which they lost three
when he threw the ball direct- consecutive · games three
ly into the hands 'o f ECU cor- times.
nerback Emanuel Davis to end
UCF's possession in overtime . Second-half shutout
UCF led 10-0 at the half, but
and give the ball to ECU with a
just like most of the season, it
chance to score.
was a different team that came
out in the second half and
Unfortunate firsts
The Knights experienced overtime.
The Knights have not
several firsts against the
Pirates that they would have scored an offensive touchFROM

down in the second half offour
games: against Boston College,
against Miami, against Tulsa
and now against ECU.
In those four games, all
UCF losses, the Knights averaged 57.3 yards in the second
halves, and they averaged 2
yards per play.
The Knights managed just
59 yards of total offense in the
second half against the Pirates,
and they allowed ECU to gain
194.
Greco was just 4-of-11 for 28
yards in the second half, an
awful outing that was cemented by his misread of Kamar
Aileen's route on the first play
of overtime.

Final words
The Knights now have to
gear up for a Southern Miss
team that just dropped 70
points on the UAB Blazers.
It will be the Homecoming
game, and it is the first time
UCF will play a normal Saturday afternoon game since Oct.
11, when they traveled to
Miami Gardens to face the
Hurricanes.
Kickoff for the contest
against Southern Miss is
scheduled for 3:30 p.m at
Bright House Networks Stadiwn on Saturday.
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Love contplicates
•

.

ove. What an interesting their guts after a month. No
love. No worries. The beginword.
In our culture love
nings are usually the "easy''
could fit into nearly any contimes, only to get rougher as
text. You love those shoes. You
the days carry on.
loved that movie.
Now, as the relationship
You love, love, love walking
progresses, things get a little
from Parking Garage A to the
tricky. He's starting to look at
stadium on gameday. You love
you a little more longingly.
Mary Kate and Ashley movies.
She's leaving you little notes
You love your mom. It can be
about how great you are.
used genuinely, sarcastically,
But what does it mean? You
dramatically or with disdain,
don't know. He's not saying
but in a relationship you better
anything. She's not saying anyuse that word delicately.
thing. So you wait. Wait for
Love is a word we throw
someone to break the ice, spill
around carelessly everyday, but the beans, let the cat out of the
bag, someone to finally utter
when it comes to being in a
the words, "I love you."
relationship, it's the one word
that can have us tip-toeing
It's during this time that
around our partner or gawking
things become exponentially
over them at any given
more complicated. First, you
moment.
worry about who is going to
say it first.
It's the one word that could
potentially make or break us
Then after someone finally
up. It's the one word that could says it you have to make sure
define a moment, or bring it
that they remember it, so
you're going to have to rememdown.
But could this idea of love
ber-to tell them at least once or
be the very root of all relationso a day.
ship woes?
Then after that, arguments
You can blame almost anywill always end, or at least
thing on love, or the lack there- include, challenging one's love
of..
for another or reaffirming it.
Essentially, depending on
Your boyfriend cheated on
you, so he must not love you.
the relationship, this makes
Your girlfriend packs your
arguments a bit deeper and
lunch every day, so she must
more significant than your
love you. You can't stop think- ' early-relationship quarrels over
ing about your significant
silly things, like how many
other, so you must love them.
nights a week it's appropriate
Anything can be traced back to
to stay over at the other's
this notion oflove.
apartment.
But is love really a good
When love is involved,
thing when it comes down to
everything becomes so much
it?
more complex. Fights become
For example, in the beginmore personal, feelings get
ning of a relationship, you·
more hurt and passion runs
aren't worried about love.
more rampant.
You're just there to test the
. But unfortunately, when
waters, see how it goes and
some relationships end, love.is
maybe something will develop,
also that pesky thing that
or maybe you'll end up hating
makes everything so much

harder. You love them, so you
don't want to move on.
You love them, so you don't
want to end things even though
you aren't happy. It's that love ·
that attaches you to someone.
It's that love that opens up your
heart to the possibility of being
crushed to pieces.
So if love is essentially the
predecessor to heartbreak in so
many cases, why do we have
such a fascination with attaining it? Is the feeling of connecting with someone on that level
worth the risk of heartbreak?
The common denominator
among all these problems can
root themselves back to this
notion oflove. If you didn't
love, you wouldn't care and if
you don't care, you probably
wouldn't bother fighting with
somebody.
You may have been hurt in
the past, you may never have
experienced love or you may
just be a pessimist, but the idea
of love makes everything so
much more interesting. Given
the word is used properly and
spoken with care not to just
anybody, it holds significant
meaning that enables us to
strengthen our inner characters
as we live and learn how to
love and how to recover from
it.
So before we go throwing
this word around perhaps we
should consider that being in
love is more than just a word:
it's a process, it's a commitment. It's a contract between
your heart and someone else's
and as long as that contract
exists, the little word we use in
so many contexts may be one
of the most influential words
we ever use for its the word
that keeps us all going.
If we didn't love, we would:n't care.

Bush's final ideas
are ridiculous
A

•
•

•

s the tumultuous reign
of the Bush administration winds down, one
can't help but notice the blatant attempts by a failed president to get a few.more unpopular policies passed before
leaving office.
.
Some of Bush's proposed
ideas are getting wolves off the
Endangered Species List,
allowing power plants to operate near national parks, loosening regulations for factory farm
waste and making it easier for
mountaintop coal-mining operations.
Predictably, these proposed
changes have not had any support with environmental
groups.
Many environmental groups
such as Sierra Club and
National Wildlife Federation
have tried to get a mandatory
program to cut greenhouse gas ·
emissions passed.
According to Reuters,
bureaucratic calendars make it
virtually impossible that any
U.S. across-the-board action
will be taken to curb global
warming in this administration.
In coming weeks, the Environmental Protection Agency
is expected to issue a final rule
that would weaken a program
created by the Clean Air Act,
which re quires utilities to
install modern pollution controls when they upgrade their
plants to produce more power.
According to the New York
Tires, the EPA is also expect-

•

'
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context of the current economed to issue a final rule that
would make it easier for coalic crisis.
fired power plants to locate
The only people that will
near national parks in defiance benefit from these proposed
of longstanding Congressional
policies are big business. Matt
mandates to protect air quality Madia of 0MB Watch said,
in areas of special natural or
"Whether it's the electricity
recreational value.
industry or the mining indusFor eight years, the Bush
try or the agriculture industry,
administration has slowly
this is going to remove governdestroyed the environmental
ment restrictions on their
legacy that Bill Clinton left in
activity and in turn they're
place.
going to be allowed to pollute
Eli Lehrer of the Competimore and that ends up harmtive Enterprise Institute said to ing the public."
the Chronicle of Higher EducaFor decades, we. have relied
tion, "At this point, in the curon agencies like the EPA to
rent economic climate, it
watch out for the best interests
would be especially harmful to of the environment, but it
push through ill-considered
seems that now corruption and
regulations in the final days of
greed has made its way into
the administration."
every facet of the current
We must agree with Lehrer,
administration. We can't afford
because it's clear that that the
another four years of these lax .
Bush administration hasn't
regulations and selective
researched these proposals,
research to make public policy.
but rather ~3 scrambling to satWith any luck, the new
isfy its major political backers
administration will clean ,
and associates from his oil and
house of top officials in all
energy days. After all, once
branches of the government.
Bush is out of office, he probaMuch like after the first Bush
bly won't be able to command
administration, an "good ol'
the same financially lucrative
boy network" has developed,
speaking engagements that Bill allowing biased public policy
Clinton has enjoyed for the
to become the norm. It must
past decade.
be stopped if we are ever to
Office of Management Budclean up the environment and
get Watch, which monitors the
save it from complete disaster.
White House Office of ManWith 76 days of Bush poliagement, has said that if these
cies remaining, we can't help
but count down the days until
policies are pas~ed before Jan.
20, the next administration will we have a leader that will
have a hard time getting them
usher in a sense of ethics and
repealed and may not even
responsibility when it comes to
make it a high priority in the t. the environment.
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Plancher coverage .
misses point - again
The UCF Football team
agrees with us, kind of," to give
starred in its own ESPN show
off the impression that you
Sunday, and it wasn't the game.
actually care about a story. PatNo, on Sunday morning, .
ting yourself on the back, that's
UCF was the focus of Outside
what people look to newspathe Lines, a show which only
pers for and will keep people
subscribing.
'
old people or, well, just old
I hope you haven't had your
people, watch regularly.
The show, . of course,
fill of this story, because ESPN
focused on the death of wide
and the Sentinel have apparreceiver Ereck Plancher and PADRICK BREWER ently teamed up with some ·
go-get-'em lawyers to get
the subsequent controversy·
Editor-In-Chief
surrounding the facts of the
some public records.
workout at which he collapsed
I can't wait to see how they congratuThe report detailed the several times late themselves after that.
We have gotten to the point where
UCF officials blundered about the
length of the drill and its inte.f!.sity, and who's right and who's wrong is no longer
the grief of the Plancher family as -it the issue.
ESPN spoke with Scott Anderson, the
deals with the loss of a loved one.
So nothing new, really.
head trainer at the University of OklaSave for one thing: an on-camera homa, and he talked about the d~gers o(
interview from former running back pushing athletes with sickle cell trait and
James Jamison - who is no longer with what must be done to protect them.
the team and is enrolled at Texas A&M
That is the real story here.
Commerce, according to ESPN.
With whom does the responsibility
Jamison attempted to elucidate what rest?
actually happened at the workout, and
Is it the university that must maintain
he came to the quotable, "They ran him a watchful eye on the students? Or is it
to death."
the student's responsibility to make his
You know what sucks? That state- or her health the top priority?
ment will be the lasting memory for
In reality, it should be both, but both
many regarding this whole situation.
parties need to pursue safety not just to
Not Plancher himself, not his grieving meet requirements, but with a fervor.
Football is a game, that's all.
family, not a team trying to understand
the loss. No, it will be that one sentence:
Despite all the soldier and war com"They ran him to death."
ments, the references to a life-and-death
The headline for an Orlando Sentinel battle on the field of play, all these sports
· article about the show was "ESPN report are is a game, and they are not worth
raises questions, backs Sentinel's dying for.
There needs to be a athletics policy
account of Plancher's death."
As a non sequitur, how pathetic is it to wherein schools forbid players with
have one news organization report on these types of ailments from playing.
another news organization's report of
It is not worth having a school
something the former organization embroiled in controversy because of its
already reported on?
response.
And now I'm writing about it. This is
It is not worth the risk of seeing a
the best thing to ever happen to journal- teammate lying on the ground unreism since Stephen Glass made up a sponsive.
It is certainly not worth a family getbunch of stories for The New Republic.
It's disheartening to learn that what ting news that one of its children died
editors at the Sentinel believe is the most because he or she was running too hard.
pertinent, important fact to come out of
That is unacceptable.
ESPN's report is that it "backed" SenThere are risks to playing any sport.
Sprained muscles, torn tendons continel.
Seriously? That is what is the most cussions and broken bones are someimportant part of this whole situation, thing players face no matter what they
that someone else thinks you're right?
play.
At least the priorities are in order.
But death shouldn't be.
Nothing like saying, "Hey, an organiWhether it is the NCAA or someone
zation that actually got a named source else, this needs to stop.
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The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them onUne
at www.CentralFforidaFuture.cc,m or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
(>

READER VIEWS

Our community sadly
lacks honesty

UCF Arena should not
condone bull-fighting

What is it with people these days?
What happened to a little honesty? My
wife was shopping at the Wal-Mart
Neighborhood Market on Sunday and left
her wallet in the shopping cart. When she
got home, 5 miles away; no wallet After
returning to the store, no wallet was to be
found Ifl find something, I turn it in so
the person can get it back. Unfortunately;
no everyone is honest. Some people look
at it as a way to make a quick buck. Fortunately; there was no cash in the wallet, just
credit cards and identification. Why can
we not live in a community where honesty is the policy. Maybe because no one
cares anymore. We need to band together
to get these dishonest people off the
streets. We need to find somewhere else
for them to live.

I feel compelled to tell you that it is
sad and shameful that the UCF arena
is supporting the all star pro tour
rodeo and bull fighting tour. This so
called 'sport' is horrendous and causes
nothing but pain and death for the animals involved. I was shocked and
deeply saddened to learn that UCF, a
place of higher learning and education,
would allow itself to be associated
with such an event. The UCF creed
includes 'integrity,' a value which
should be extended to all living creatures. UCF should reconsider the hosting of this event; cancellation would
send a positive, strong message that
UCF actually lives and breathes the
values it espouses to support.
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BRIAN SKINNER
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD
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Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifi~ds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
inperson:

VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover, Cash, Check

10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.c~m/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS

RATES

l!i!1!

l!i!1!
100 HelpWanted:General
125 HelpWanted:Part-Tme
150 Help Wanted: FuU-lime
175 Business.Opportunities
200 For Rent Homes
225 For Rent Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

325 For Sale: Autumotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services

B
A
A
B

500 Announcements
600 Travel'

A
B

700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous

B

A

B

900 Wanted

B

C
C
C

B
B

B
A

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Wanted: Web Designer-HTML requiredJava, Flash a plus - to work full time on
site in St. Cloud. Email portfolio to
don@cars12.com or call 407-346-1663

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Bartenders Needed Now
PT/FT No experience necessary.
321-274-1101
Florida Bartenders Association/Agency

INTERNS WANTED!
Experiential Mktg Agency in
Downtown Orlando seeks interns
interested in hands-on experience
working on national brands.
Visit belovedxp.com/careers
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

Dance Teacher Needed
to teach classes in Jazz, Hip Hop.Tap
or Lyrical. Beg-advanced,childrenadult. Gymnastics coach also needed.
Exp. and ref. required. Call 321-3834075

fm

SUBLEASE

Female wanted for 2/1 apt. $500 a
month inclds all· utl. Across from UCF,
Furnished room, Quite Area,and nice
female roommate. Call 954-294-5831

PIT Doggy Daycare associate
posistions avail. Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net••• email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

""'

· Great Resume Builder

-Flexible Schedule

•full/Part-time Positions Available

·Conditions apply

I~

-Scholarships and Internships Available

Located Near Campus
--407-679-2700

www.workforstudents.com

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed in
Orlando. 100% FREE to Join.
Click on Surveys.
Need a Loan? Tired of hearing NO
from the bank? 1-877-716-1387
We can help you!
www.attwellfinancialcompany.com

l FORRENT:
r:rjffl
~Homes
3/2/2 UCF AREA HOME FOR RENT
Avail. 12/5/08
$1300/month incl. w/d and lawn care.
Call 561-602-5042
http://www.aka2005. com/stonemeadowhouse.htm

MUST SEE!!!

lnllaund Calls
411m10B11m
Casual En11iranm11111

WEEKlY PAYCHECKS

"

2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$825/mo 497~416-8369

lmll

ROOMMATES

1 Female Roommates ·N/S Available
ASAP. $475 includes utilities. Dean
Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330-3673

Room for rent at the Lofts. 3/3,
furnished, W/D. F roommates. Clean,
Quiet. $580/mon. All util. Incl. Avail
January. Call Natalie 786-556-1618

300
$189,000 2441 woods edge er
1527sqft 4/2/2 VERY Well maintained,
4miles to UCF, fenced yard tiled
bathrooms & garage call 609-610-.6710
Cute 3/2 Home! Lots of upgrades!
Close to UCF! $179,900. Call Tanya
McDonnel, Remax Town and Country;
407-625-2719
ALTERNATIVE HOUSING--Condos
from the $90's. Close to campus. 2
bedrooms, 2 baths, perfect roomate
set up. Pool, tennis, basketball,
etc. Call Richard 407-808-7987
RE/MAX 200 Realiy

suldolku
©

1

5

1
3

CHEAP SHOTS
Pet Vaccination Services
at Pelland in Waterford Lakes
Sunday 11/09/2008 from 2 to 3PM
http://www.cheapshots.us

7
9

4
7 2

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

4

CROSSWORD

11/5/08

@ 2008 Tribune Madia Services, tnc.
AU right& r8&81V9d.

19 Ermine in
summer
21 Collegiate
cheer
23 Seven Years'
War location
24 Homes
25 Sets free
26 Ernie of golf
27 Acquires
29 Waterston or
Donaldson
30 Make it big
DOWN
31 Sexless
32 Mystery writers'
1 Chasing game
2 Mine find
awards
34 Crazy
3 Can in London
4 Approx.
36 Diligent insects
37 Aberdeen's river
5 Actress Griffith
6 J.C. and Sammy 40 Utters glibly
7 Room scheme
41 Brought to a
8 Harrow rival
cohclusion
9 Constant viewer 42 Si ngle copy
10 Razor's target
43 Delivery vehicle
11 Stretch vehicle
45 lsable to
12 _ tothat!
46 "Respect"-ful
13 Richard of
name?
"Chicago"
48 Saying

Selling Something? With our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/classifieds

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

ACROSS
1 Clan emblems
7 3 on a phone
10 Smelter's
Stressed out ??? INSTANT RELIEF
residue
at Club Nalls and Spa: Pedl, Mani,
14 Up and about
Wax, Faclal, Reflexology, Massage;15 JFK info
Nalls:Sparkles, Sea shells, Glows.
16 What cons do
Student ID 10% Off or Coupons at:
17 Gradual
18 Product
Clubnailsandspa.com Appt call 407purchaser
384-8700 or visit 11229 E Colonial.
20 Hammerin'
Ori. FL32817 (accross from
Hank
SuperWalmart)
22 Beef entree
23 Datebook
27 Gooey mass
28 Eliminate
29 Ocean passage
33 Hangman's loop
34 Was crucial
35Want_
36 Smith and West
38 Obvious toupee
. 39 Became more
intense
42 Madonna role
44 Actor Armand
45 Dead body
47 6-pointers
48 Seattle nine
49 Declare
52 Lisa of "Angel
Heart"
53 Sank the putt
55 Affected slightly
60 Smell
61 Blast letters
62 Like some skirts
63 Bucks' mates
64 Bout-stopping
letters
65 Chronological
records

3/2 Home FORECLOSURE!
Only $22,000! This home won't last!
For Listings 800-366-9783 x 8904

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

5

6

r9
5 17

Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

9

3

MC/DJ ROB BOYLAN ENT.
$250= 3HR PARTIES/
$375= 4HR WEDDINGS
CLUB & ACCENT LIGHTING PKGS
407-373-3179
RNSBOYLAN@YAHOO.COM

Immediately Available!!!
Boardwalk Apartment for
Rent--$540 per month. It Is a 4/4
female apartment! 1 room for rent!
Cleaning deposit paid. Female
Roommate needed. Please call
(941)359-2TT4 or (941)350-1872.

1

8

2

$9

2 8
1

2

9 6

3/2 House, Fully furnished, Rent
includes utilities, full kitchen, 10 min
from UCF in Waterfor.d Lakes. Asking
$450/month per room.
Available ASAP. F or M
Call Nadia 407-929-9972

.b1t!
$}9
$13

$13

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asoccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day
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Last issue solved
49 Like horses'
hooves
Kind of list
Burn soother
Sailor's bed
Mel of the
Giants

50
51
52
54

56 _ sequitur
57 College
student's
letters
58 Sushi fish
59 Degree with
teeth

Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds
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To:44636.
UCFKNIGHTS

You have successfully
subscribed to UCF
Knights.
Text stop to end at
anytime .
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. How Do I Text UCFKNIGHTS to 44636?
Al

•

•
The Student Newspoper at UCF since 1968

fii11 Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
.i;:;::;JI Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFKNIGHTS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!

fr41nFO..

*Carrier text messaging rates apply
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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Master of Education

.The MEd. program is designed fll' classroom teachel1who are
committed to strengthening skills in literacy, writing; and teaching
aiverse learners. With flexible class schedules, the M'.fd. degree
can be completed in 13 rnontm. Starts Soorner 2009.

Master of Arts in Teachind

The MA.I program offers graduate education for1hose with a
desire to become middle or high school teachers in the areas of
mathematics, science or social science. Earn your degree in 13
months. Starts Summer 2000.

There*s no better time
to get your graduate degree.
and there"s no better place than

The University of Tampa.
Reserve your seat at our next Info Session to learn about Lil's graduate programs:

• MBA
• MS in Accounting
• MS in Finance
• MS in Marketing
.• Certificate in Nonprofit Management
Work experience is not required for admission.
Scholarships and graduate assistantships may be
available for qualified candidates.
l

The University of Tampa Graduate Studies .,
401 W. Kennedf Blvd., Tampa, FL 33606-1490
Phone (813) 258-7409 Fax (813) 259-:5403
E-mail: utgr.ad@ut.edu www.ut.edu/graduate
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$1.2 for Students
( discount: credif for pre-paid health fee)
You have successfully
subscribed to UCF

$20 for Faculty & Staff

Text stop to end at
anytime.

Needle-Free Vaccination Available for $20

Dates &. Tim s
9:00am-11 :45am & 12:45pm-4:45pm

November 5, 6; 12,13, 18,19 and 20
December
2, 3 and
4
.
.
Flu Clinic located in the Health Center
Orange Pod:- 2nd Floor

How Do I Text UCFKNIGHTS to 44636?

«entral ~loriba ~ture
Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFHOOPS, to 44636. For a list of
• • other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the k,1 ow while on the go!
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*Carrie r ! ~ messaging rates apply
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